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The research concerns automated generation of process plans using knowledge formalization and capitalization. Tools allowing designers to deal with issues and specifications of the machining domain are taken into account. The main objective of the current work is to prevent designers from designing solutions that would be expensive and difficult to machine. Among all available solutions to achieve this goal, two are distinguished: the generative approach and the analogy approach. The generative approach is more adapted to generate the machining plans of parts composed of numerous boring operations in interaction. However, generative systems have two major problems: proposed solutions are often too numerous and are only geometrically but not technologically relevant. In order to overcome these drawbacks, two new concepts of feature and three control algorithms are developed. The paper presents the two new features: the Machining Enabled Geometrical Feature (MEGF) and the Machinable Features (MbF). This development is the result of the separation of the geometrical and the technological data contained in one machining feature. The second objective of the paper is to improve the current Process Ascending Generation (PAG) system with control algorithms in order to limit the combinatorial explosion and disable the generation of unusable or not machinable solutions.

1. Introduction

The contractual link between the three major actors at the beginning of the product lifecycle, namely, the design department, the manufacturing department and the production management department, is performed by the process plan [1–3]. A similar observation can be applied to underline the importance of Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP) devices which are located at the intersection of applicability of Computer Aided Design (CAD), Computer Aided Manufacture (CAM) and Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP) systems. The stake of the integration of CAPP systems in production environment is depicted in several papers [4,5]. Indeed, a relevant CAPP is a device which can hastily take the specifications of all partners into account while summarizing them in one document: the process plan.

The available tools dedicated to automatically generate process plans (for instance PART [6]) are still scarcely used in Europe. In continuous improvement, solutions proposed with CAD–CAM software can currently only automate association between geometrical features and their processes. This approach, which needs continuous and important capitalization of data, is only effective for stereotyped morphology parts (this is typical of the automotive industry). This work takes place in the framework of current studies relating to semi-automatic generation of process plans applied to machining axial features.

However, these tools are not adapted to the generation of machining plans of hydraulic and aeronautical parts whose morphology are more complex: these parts are made of a huge number of axial entities with many topological or tolerance interactions, and are not presenting privileged directions of accessibility [7]. The aim of this study is to setup the concepts and methods allowing the generation of machining process for these types of parts and to implement these solutions in a module that can be used by many CAD–CAM software packages.

Two approaches to generate process plans are currently used (Fig. 1). First, there is the variant approach based on alternative cases. All parts already designed and machined in the company are categorized according to their morphology and dimensions,
process plans or other intrinsic characteristics considered relevant and discriminating. When a new part is designed, it is then possible to find all similar cases and thus to select the corresponding plan [8]. However, the use of such a method requires tremendous capitalization of the know-how of company’s process planners (about 5–7 years of capitalization to be effective according to Ref. [9]). In addition, several other difficulties exist: the durability of plans and technical solutions produced, the lack of flexibility (it is impossible to adjust one routing if the part to be performed differs locally from the saved reference) and the subjectivity of the part coding. This approach, in spite of the sizable time needed to capitalize knowledge and know-how, is really effective in performing generic plans. Nevertheless, as explain in Section 3, this method seems unusable considering the specifics of our issue.

The second approach or generative approach does not consist in retrieving and modifying an existing process plan but rather consist in generating it when a new part is designed. Furthermore, this method does not capitalize the problem and its solutions (the machined artifact and its process plan) but rather capitalizes the method and operations needed to find a solution. Among the numerous solutions of this approach, one can mention: artificial intelligence software systems (for example: PART [6] or PROPEL [10]), generic process based on systems (one machining feature is associated with the entire process needed to machine it [11,12]), and solutions using decision tree method (ordered and hierarchical list of rules). The Process Ascending Generation (PAG [13]) is one concept which complies with the generative approach. Section 3 reveals why this solution is relevant for our problem.

The main objective of our work is to propose concepts and to develop relevant databases and algorithms for the generation of a dozen plans at most, considering the know-how and knowledge of the users, the capabilities of the available tools and machines. A prototype is proposed. A side problem is to control the combinatorial explosion due to complexity, the main issue of current generative CAPP systems. At this stage, we consider that the product, entirely composed of axial features, is only machined with a 3–5-axe milling machine, starting from a blank part. Axial features, which are the input of our system, are the output of the recognition activity. Several papers deals with methods employed to recognize forms and features [7,14].

This paper is divided in two major parts. The first part deals with the concept of features. Indeed all current generative process planning systems use features. After analyzing the concept of machining features and underlying their drawbacks, two new features are proposed. The second part of the paper more particularly concerns process planning. After drawing up a state of play of concepts and methods needed to develop this kind of system, issues are underlined. To overcome these deficiencies, several interesting improvements such as the development of the PACG and the use of tools charts are explained.

2. Machining feature concept

Current process planning systems, such as modern CAD–CAM software packages, deal with the use of features [15]. The current status of this concept is drawn in Refs. [16,17]. As a solution of the complexity of current part designs, features perform the broking up of these workpiece in smaller and easier to handle concepts [18]. Several definitions of these features are available: from those needed to factorize machined parts [19] to those used for analyzing welded parts [20]. This key concept is preferred to mathematical or geometrical part definition because it can be enriched by several knowledge layers. Indeed, each expert playing a part in the lifecycle of one product can associate the knowledge needed by his skill domain to features composing the designed product. Several examples are shown in Ref. [21]: manufacturing, geometrical and functional information are supported by features. However, this is not an exhaustive list since features can be enriched with cost, tolerance or tools data . . .

Moreover, this view is compatible with the object-oriented paradigm [22]; one feature is equal to one class: both can be enriched with parameters and methods. It results from this modeling some interesting possibilities of association and description for our work.
2.1. Machining features

When particularly applied to the machining domain, a feature is the combination of a geometrical definition (enriched with technical characteristics) and a semantic definition inspired by process planning engineers. According to the French community GAMA, a machining feature is a semantic set characterized by a collection of parameters used to describe an indecomposable object relative to one or more activities related on the design and the use of products and systems of production [23].

Considering the axial features [24,25], L. SABOURIN suggests a definition of several machining features: these entities, described with geometrical parameters, cannot nevertheless be dissociated from the technical functions they fulfil.

This is precisely the main deficiency of this concept: because one feature depicts both geometrical and technical information, if all features available cannot help to design a product, a new feature has to be created. While the separation of these two domains of knowledge is not carried out, creativity and innovation will be restrained.

2.2. Two new feature concepts

To overcome the deficiency due to using machining features only, and to help CAPP, two new concepts have been defined. These two concepts, the Machining Enabled Geometrical Feature (MEGF) and the Machinable Feature (MbF), result from the split of geometrical and technical data contained in machining features [26].

2.2.1. The Machining Enabled Geometrical Feature (MEGF)

Thanks to this separation between the geometrical definition of a machining feature and its commonly associated manufacturing process, it is possible to reduce the number of entities handled to an exhaustive list of five MEGF classes (they are illustrated in Fig. 2). Combined with a set of descriptive parameters (geometrical, topological interactions, material, tolerance . . . as shown in Fig. 3), this allows a unique definition and semantic factoring of the part to analyze (one factoring example is shown in Fig. 2). At this stage, no information relating to the manufacturing domain (Tools, Operation or Sequences) is linked with these object classes. This splitting up was appraised and validated on a collection of aeronautical parts. In short, a MEGF is an elementary geometrical semantic set characterized by parameters used to describe an indecomposable geometrical object relative to the process planning activity.

With the aim of modeling the whole environment of these MEGF classes, a definite number of interaction cases between two MEGF have been identified and formalized. Indeed recognizing features without taking their surrounding into account is useless: the main manufacturing choices depend more on the interactions between entities than on the feature parameters themselves (for example, machining setups which depend a lot on topological interactions are determining economic inductors). Far from the formalization performed by REGLI and PRATT [27] who consider several types of interactions, we limit our study to topological and tolerance interactions. A discriminating mathematical definition for each case is available: only the directive vector, one point belonging to each entity, the diameter and the length of each one are sufficient to determine in which case of topological interaction two MEGF are. This topological interaction cases classification (Fig. 4) is inspired by the formalization made by L. SABOURIN [24]. At this stage, our formalization is able to take into account these MEGF classes, their surrounding (topological and tolerance inter-
actions between two features, mounting and machining settings).

To take into consideration normalized features (as for instance the spark plug borings in a motor whose the geometry is defined by a standard), we add to the model the concept of composed machining enabled geometrical feature (CMEGF). This feature, which is still composed of MEGF, inherits the behaviour and parameters of all its components. As a consequence, the use of these features complies with the former machining features modelling needed by standards.

2.2.2. The 'machinable' feature

The machinable feature, the second concept, supports the manufacturing knowledge. In fact, one machinable feature characterizes the possibility of linking at least one Tool/ (Operation – Sequence) couple and a geometrical description from a (C)MEGF. In short:

One Machinable Feature

\[= \text{One (C)MEGF } + \text{One Saved Op/Sequence}\]

All these relevant links are stored in the cutting tools chart \[13\] (described in Section 3.2.4), a kind of table where the knowledge and know-how of the user is stored. At this stage, all associations are generated including non machinable and useless solutions! The next step is to select only adapted machining setups considering the means and capabilities of the user company.

Precisely, a machining feature in our modeling approach is instantiated by this selection activity: a machinable feature previously generated is analyzed considering mainly the context and know-how of the planners. If this feature succeeds, it will be transformed as a machining feature, a combination of geometrical descriptions and manufacturing parameters (operations or sequences + tools family). In short:

One Machining Feature

\[= \text{One Machinable Feature validated and selected}\]

It is necessary to precise that, in this modeling approach, machinable and machining features are not handled by the process planner. In fact, these concepts materialize relevant links between geometrical entities (MEGF and/or CMEGF) and manufacturing parameters (machines, setup, tools, operations/ sequences, settings ...). This modeling method is illustrated with a UML model in Fig. 5. In brief, the only feature concept really handled by our algorithm (described in the further paragraph) is the geometrical feature (MEGF).

As a conclusion, using these three concepts associated with adequate algorithms minimizes the number of handled objects: the system is more flexible and robust. It is more flexible because users can easily add new CMEGF (a combination of basic MEGF), taking the know-how and machining abilities of the planner into account. It is more robust because the MEGFs, which are completely defined, are enough discriminating for the factorizing of the part geometry: no upgrade is needed. The next paragraph deals with the definitions and descriptions of these algorithms which support the three entities and overcome usual deficiencies of current process planning systems.
3. Process planning

Process planning systems are mainly designed to cater for the generation of the machining plan(s) of a workpiece to get time reduction and products that are cheaper to produce. In addition, using these CAPP systems during the design of a new product can both improve manufacturability and assessment of the manufacturing costs.

Most former process planning generation approaches (summarized in Fig. 1) are based on two ways of thinking by the process planning expert: reasoning by analogy and purely generative reasoning [1,28,29].

As indicated in Section 1, the variant approach requires knowledge capitalization about all products already designed in the company: products have been coded according to relevant and discriminating parameters such as their morphology, the plan used to machine the part, or others intrinsic characteristics. The generation of a new process plan consists in finding all similar cases and thus to select the corresponding plan [8,30,31]. However, this method is not free from deficiencies: e.g. the durability of plans, the age of technical solutions used or the lack of flexibility (it is impossible to adjust a plan if the product to be manufactured differs locally from the saved reference). As regards the specificity of our problem (unit production of workpieces mostly made of axial features with numerous interactions), this approach seems unsuitable.

The generative approach produces the process plan when a new product is designed. This method does not capitalize on the

Fig. 4. Decision tree of interaction cases between two MEGF.

Fig. 5. UML model of handled feature.
problem and its solutions (the workpiece to be machined and its process plan) but on the applied reasoning. Process generation can be carried out with several tools: generation based on artificial intelligence (neural networks [32], expert systems [33], Constraints Programming devices such as PROPEL [10] or Cooperative Agents systems [34] are currently in development), generation of generic processes (one machining feature is associated with an entire process needed to machine it, ignoring its context and interactions). Then to construct the plan of a part, the selected processes are ordered [11,12]).

Regarding the framework of this study – an artifact made of several borings in interaction, which differs locally from previously stored plans – it seems difficult to have to use the variant method. Due to this drawback, the study has been restricted to the generative approach. Furthermore, after analyzing the needs of the solution it seems that using Artificial Intelligence techniques was not really necessary. Consequently, our framework is restrained to the use of a decision tree and the Process Ascending Generation concept [13]. This method is detailed in the next section.

3.1. The Process Ascending Generation

Among the systems based on the generative approach, the Process Ascending Generation holds our attention. This concept, which has been defined by VILLENEUVE [13], describes the succession of the process states of a workpiece from its finished state to the initial state. According to the PAG construction axioms, any intermediate state between the initial and the final state is a machining feature. Moreover, a state results from the application of a sequence: as a consequence, the parameters of the feature depend on the parameters of the change sequence and of the previous state of the feature. This PAG is illustrated in Fig. 6. for a given vertex $N_1$, the whole sequence performing this state is sought. When a relevant Sequence $S(N_1)$ is found, the former possible state $N_3$ is generated with the combination of parameters from the $N_1$ feature and the $S(N_1)$ characteristics.

Thus, a machining plan of a workpiece results from the concatenation of sequences met during the follow-up of one branch of the PAG tree (for instance: $N_5, N_3, N_4, N_1$). This method, which meets the requirements expressed in the introduction, is not free from some drawbacks.

First, the number of branches generated by this method is uncontrolled: due to combinatorial explosion, the number of intermediate features and relations between them can quickly reach infinity. This situation is a consequence of the method followed by the PAG: it tries to find simultaneously the previous state of each feature composing the analyzed vertex. Consequently, from the vertex $N_1$ too many previous vertexes and sequences are instantiated.

As a conclusion, considering the possibilities and drawbacks raised by both approaches applied to our requirements, it could be interesting to combine the variant and generative methods. This approach associated with an improved version of the PAG concept (since designed with the aim of reducing useless states and “sterile branches”) would be perfectly appropriate for the requirements of our process generation algorithm.

Fig. 6. Life cycle of the three features (MEGF, Machinable and Machining features).
3.2. The Process Ascending Controlled Generation (PACG)

Considering that the main issues are the combinatorial explosion and the generation of useless branches, the goal of this section is to develop methods and a software program which overcome these problems. The result is named Process Ascending Controlled Generation (PACG).

This section consists of six parts; each describing a module of our PACG algorithm and explaining its aim, drawbacks and advantages. This factoring leads the activity model (Fig. 7), which illustrates the PACG tasks succession. The first sub-section underlines the impact of using new features (MEGF and Machinable Feature) on the process plan generation. The next sub-section deals with the relevance of using the sequence concept to realize the mix of both the generative and variant approach in the PACG system. The third sub-section describes the process control criteria which perform the selection of the best solutions considering technology habits and know-how of the company. This knowledge must be formalized and capitalized. This activity and its procedures, realized with the cutting tool charts are explained in Section 4. Current process generation solutions do not take care of the context of the features analyzed. The fifth sub-section describes the relevance of taking the context of features into account, the method designed and its realization in an algorithm. The last module explains the selection of cutting tools and the relevance of choosing it earlier.

3.2.1. The impact of using MEGF and Machinable Feature

Using the three entity concepts described in Section 2 is the first means to limit and control the propagation of useless branches. Indeed, as opposed to current methods, all machining entities are not instantiated but, through the generation of process plans, these features will follow a well defined lifecycle (illustrated in Fig. 8). First, the artefact to analyze is factorized with combination of the five MEGF classes. After analyzing the characteristics of these newly instantiated objects and fields of validity of all cutting tools charts available, these features are combined with manufacturing parameters. These new entities become machinable features. It means that, out of context, those features could be machined as regarding the manufacturing possibilities and the know-how of the user corporation. Finally, after taking interactions with surrounding features, the machining fixture and the impact of drilling the machinable feature into account, the algorithm selects only valid entities. These relevant machinable features become machining features and a new vertex is generated in the PACG tree.

Furthermore, using features and the object-oriented paradigm reduce widely the number of handled objects by avoiding object duplication. When several branches of the machining plan have a shared vertex, the algorithm will not generate twice the same features and all associated machining plans. In fact, if a branch needs an existing vertex, it will point at it with a Tool/Operation link (an example is illustrated by annotation 4th in Fig. 9).
In short, using these three features instead of only one and using to object-oriented programming take part in the development of a method minimizing the effects of the inherent defects of current CAPP systems.

3.2.2. The interest of Sequences

As shown in Section 3, it was decided to develop a system from the PAG concept, a generative approach based system. However, it seems that using to the analogy approach can be relevant in specific cases. Indeed, for standard borings (for instance: for the spark plug drills, geometry, tolerance, tools and material are standardized), or other drillings whose process plan is well known to designers, it is useless to generate again these mastered processes.

In order to prevent the PACG from loosing time regenerating the plan of these mastered processes, users can express their know-how with the concept of sequences. In fact, the variant approach, used by experts within the framework of the routine design, is introduced into the PACG by using this concept. These sequences are defined by SABOURIN & VILLENEUVE [35] as a series of work elements that can be interrupted. It represents the sequencing of the work elements that leads to the realization of a machining feature. In fact, users can express in one cutting tool charts (cf., Section 3.2.4) one mastered process. He has to describe the geometrical features (MEGF) composing the boring to design, the machining parameters and the usual implementations linked. As a consequence, when the PACG algorithm met the geometrical definition of a routine feature, it will not generate all corresponding branches but it will directly load the one saved in a sequence (as illustrated by the annotation 6th in Fig. 9).

In brief, the PACG is a mix of two approaches of planning experts: the generative and the variant methods. Consequently, the more know-how is entered in these sequences, the faster performing will be the algorithm, and thus less useless vertexes will be generated.

3.2.3. Process scheduling control criteria

The process scheduling control criterion is one of the algorithms designed to limit the combinatory explosion in the PACG tree. In the design of a process plan, the process planning expert has to select one solution from all appropriate; his choices depend largely on his knowledge and design habits. Like an expert, this algorithm module performs this selection; among the whole machinable features available (considering data contained in the cutting tools charts) it chooses only few of them. In this sub-section, methods used to express and formalize the know-how lead by experts to select some solutions are described.

This selection depends on priorities and preferences expressed by the production routing specialist. Principally used when two complex borings are in interactions, these preferences can concern classification of machining operations, definition of key parameters, and so on ... Process planning specialists can express a priority between two machining operations, for example: “I use by order preferably: cycles of pointing, then those of drilling, those of chamfering, operations of boring, and finally tapping”.

Same criteria can be expressed while exploiting discriminating geometrical parameters (usually the diameter and depth of the axial entities or the surface quality). Enriched by these criteria, the algorithm (Activity 3 in Fig. 8) selects the machining axial features to...
analyze in priority. This strategy will certainly occult a part of possible process plans but it limits the combinative explosion by not generating those local process plans.

There are two methods to realize this control device: expert systems or algorithms. With the first, users can express their criteria with rules (very often used to determine machining and setup parameters [16,36,37], these rules are expressed and coded with the control structure: "\textbf{If} conditions are checked \textbf{then} do something, \textbf{else} do something else"). With only three rules ("Must be realized in first place the finishing operations and after the preform operations", "If two features have the same kind of milling operations, features which have the biggest diameter have to be milled first" and "If several features have the same diameter length, the deepest of them must be machined first") this method based on expert systems can be really efficient. The second way to implement this control system is to use algorithms which manipulate an ordered and hierarchical list of simple criteria. This solution is easy to design and maintain but it needs well formalized rules. These two methods have common deficiencies. The first concerns the consistency of the rules; if the user does not take care of it, the system may diverge or not give any solution since several rules are in contradiction. The second issue is due to the difficulty to precisely formalize production rules and so the resources used by process planning expert to design plans. The fuzzy logic programming which is nowadays employed [38,39] to overcome this uncertainty and ambiguity could be a solution.

In brief, as opposed to common CAPP systems which generate all solutions available for each feature composing one boring (cf.: several new branches start from each feature), the control criterion selects the only one CMEGF which is analyzed to design a stage of the process plan (cf., Fig. 9).

3.2.4. Cutting tool charts

The cutting tool charts is a concept defined by VILLENEUVE [13]. In this concept of knowledge formalization and capitalization, the validity range and methods to employ are contained by the solution itself. These charts look like tables where production routing specialists can store the validity domain of a machining process (several machining and geometrical parameters are consigned). This approach is easy to use and deployment seems really natural for users. Combined with the PACG, algorithms can perform plans taking data contained into these charts (and thus the know-how of the corporation) into account.

Thus, for a geometrical feature selected by the previous control (a CMEGF), the algorithm seeks in the cutting tools chart database machining operations and the tools usually used

![Fig. 9. Example of one PACG tree.](image-url)
by the company (the 2nd Activity described in Fig. 8). If the validity domain of a chart agrees with the geometrical description of the analyzed MEGF, the system instantiates as many Machinable Features as cutting tools charts found. An example of the original cutting tool chart concept [13] is illustrated in Fig. 10. In this figure our realization of this concept with a database is shown too. This software allows users to express their own process rules or tools associations. The modifications are immediately taken into account by the generation system since this database is integrated to the PACG algorithms.

Mainly geometrical parameters and topological interactions are needed on this level: they are enough discriminating for a relevant selection. In short, the generated solutions are restricted to those machinable and known in the user company.

3.2.5. Machining context

Another identified deficiency of CAPP systems is the generation of state totally misfit taking technology, physics and the context into account. Indeed as illustrated in Fig. 7, two vertex of the PAG are concerned by this error: the $N_4$ and $N_2$ nodes. The first boring, even if it stays machinable with a boring bar, is not a relevant solution regarding the context: the machining of its first MEGF hide a part of the other features located under it. The second vertex is worst since three MEGF are totally covered with raw!

That is why another control module is designed to improve the PACG; this one consists in checking the viability of generated geometrical feature regarding the context. This surrounding is mainly composed by the fixture and the axial machining features located in $Z_-$ (considering the machining direction). Concretely, the algorithm (realizing the Activity 4 of the chart in Fig. 8) scans all geometrical features located in $Z_-$ and calculates their accessibility, then if no generated former feature hides those geometrical entities, the machinable feature will be considered as viable and further tests can be performed.

As a result, physically improbable and technologically not very machinable branches are not instantiated in the process planning tree, reducing considerably the number of vertex ...

3.2.6. Tools selection

Since a machining feature is the association of geometrical information and machining implementation data, one way to limit combinatorial explosion is to restrain the number of machining features. This goal can be reached by controlling the tool choices of our system.

As a consequence, the last optimization module of the PACG algorithm (Activity 5 in Fig. 8) simply consists in selecting
relevant tools: instead of instantiate all physically and technologically valid tools, the algorithm will select only those which remove the most raw material considering its intrinsic capabilities (stored in the tools database). With this control, the process planning system no longer suggests for a 150 mm diameter boring a list of tools composed by milling cutters of less than 10 mm diameter.

In the PACG tree the impact of using this control materialises with the reducing of the number of intermediate vertexes (the succession of a dozen stages from a 150 mm diameter boring to the raw...), and consequently the number of linking sequences.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, the aim of the study summarized in this paper is the definition of concepts and methods needed to generate machining plans of complex workpieces (made of several borings in interaction) regarding the know-how and capabilities of the company. However, the divergence and the huge number of solutions generated (due to combinatorial explosion) are drawbacks of current systems based on the generative approach.

The first step consists in designing two new features: the MEGF whose goal is to perform the geometrical factoring of the analyzed product, and the Machinable Feature which contains the technical data suitable for the machining of this entity. On the other hand, our participation in this framework is not limited to the definition of new handled entities and their structuring. Indeed, to limit the main issue of current CAPP device: namely the combinatorial explosion, an advanced version of the PAG is designed. Helped by five control algorithms, the PACG is now able to give a dozen result process plans taking the knowledge and capabilities of the user company into account while avoiding divergence.

Our contribution to current studies thanks to the triplet MEGF, machinable features, and machining features is able to perform a precise description of analyzed workpiece without lapsing into the excesses of ordinary methods. Moreover, these new features offer more freedom to users to define their own relevant data. Regarding the PACG algorithms and our improvement choices, our methods can be criticized because these limitations can erase some relevant solutions. Nevertheless, these control algorithms seem to be the only way to reach a compromise between generating innovating solutions complying with the abilities of corporation user and solving too many plans in the frame of features as borings, slots and some specific pockets.

Some concepts and procedures of this method were developed and deployed on the DASSAULT CAD–CAM Software: CATIA. This realization (one test workpiece is given Fig. 11) has validated our geometrical approach, the separation of geometrical and technical information. In short, concepts of Machinable Feature and Machining Enabled Geometrical Features seem reach industrial needs.

However, even if some concepts and methods have been realized and validated by algorithms or other applications, the whole system is needed: indeed only experimentations on several industrial samples would help us to quantify the combinatorial explosion issue: this risk exists, but is it finally so awkward? This experimentation, which must incorporate all

Fig. 11. One part used to validate our method and concepts on DASSAULT CATIA.
local developments, remains the paramount objective to reach for future work: it will validate all our choices and concrete all data-models.

This study is the starting point of our future works. Actually, this method can be applied to a more general view: instead of analyzing only the geometrical parameters of a complete product, it can be interesting to develop a device able to display in real time the impacts of the designed solution on the manufacturability, the cost and machining time. This work which occurs within the Design For Manufacturing (DFM) framework will need to formalize all knowledge taking part in the design and manufacturing of a workpiece, the exchanges between these information domains. It will also have to develop advanced tools (a mix of constraints logic programming tools, databases and algorithms) able to lead the designer way of think to foresee the impacts of his choices.
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